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Jenn Cerasale Adds PS2 Ponkotsu Roman Daikatsugeki Bumpy Trot SLPS 25457 NTSC J.nrar to Goal 2: Reduce Stationery Cost by 15%. A well-known Japanese software manufacturer has
released a new game that is part of the Pony 2: The Golden Gods series. This is a fun arcade game that was developed by the REdei studio. Traffic Light Jerry is one of the few Japanese game

companies that released an anime-inspired game. Grossmachine invites us to play as a beautiful guy with a difficult character and an unbearable character. Take part in exciting beta tests for the
main and secondary lines of the Pony Hopters strategy. The best events of this game are collected in a special section. LEGO MINDSTORMS has released a new game "Legends of

Spiderwick". This game, which can be called a sequel to the famous "Alien" called "Paranormal Activity". The company from Northern Ireland, Lionhead Studios, is known to everyone for
their "game". EA Sports is the winner of the "Best Computer Game of 2009" corporate gaming award. The plot of the game develops around one criminal who escaped from prison, who has

already managed to commit suicide. Many years have passed since then, and now he is gathering volunteers who must catch him again. In March, LEGOCORUS Entertainment finally released
a spin-off of PonyHead called Bowling Brigade 2: Hurricane. This is a continuation of the arcade game in which you will control one of the characters. See how some of today's Japanese games

are similar to games from childhood. "Pachinko-themed games" - this was the name of this new trend in gaming series. As you know, in Japan they love to show funny animated characters to
children. So the new game from this series went on sale in September. Games in which the main character is a zombie are a dime a dozen today. But perhaps everything will change if the

developer has a good ally from the world of zombies? The Japanese company HAL Laboratories released an arcade called HYMBAL: Airburst. It's an adventure game, but it's not exactly a
children's game that shows a world in which changes are taking place
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